Project Abstract

Project Laundris, by Team Fusion’s primary focus is to create a cost-aggregation solution through a dynamic skew, collecting a database from the cloud and build a user-friendlier client-side front end portal for cost aggregation and data visualization for clients to track their linen management.

This additional feature will provide Laundris’s clients an excellent visualization on tracking and managing their linens as well as cost-aggregation for financial track.

Future Improvements / Revisions

For the better improvement for future there could be added some advanced functionality such as keeping track of Lenin’s changes, show how the data are flowing inside the system between oracle integration and Microsoft azure.

Challenges

- Connecting azure with oracle database as team encountered with new working environment.

Skills Developed

- Creating database on oracle
- Familiar with Azure, Oracle, and PowerBI integration.

Team Development

- Time Usability
- Group working

External Sponsors/Mentors

- Don Ward (CEO, Laundris Co., Austin, TX)
  Email: don@laundris.com
- Dr. Cas Miller (Mentor, Capital Factory)
  Email: casmilner@gmail.com

Internal Sponsors/Mentor:

- David M. Keathly (Professor and Mentor)